
The House of Mouse feasts on Fox,
Disney scampers toward monopoly 
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By Sam Cook
Disney recently attempted to push 

through a merger deal with Fox. This 
deal would move over massive amounts 
of assets (to the tune of more than $50 
billion) and would consolidate the stu-
dios, movies, stocks and rights over for 
Disney.

Disney not all that long ago re-
ceived the rights to Marvel property 
and only a handful of characters were 
owned by Fox. The “Fantastic Four,” 
“Spider-Man,” “Silver Surfer” and the 
“X-Men” are officially owned by Fox and 
Disney has had to struggle for usage of 
Fox characters in its Marvel Cinematic 
Universe. This deal would allow these 
characters to be properly introduced 

into the Disney movies. 
Disney has to make deals in order 

to use Fox-owned characters like Quick-
silver and Scarlet Witch in “Age of Ul-
tron.” This new deal would consolidate 
all these characters in the same uni-
verse and possibly couldcreate stronger 
movies for Disney which already boasts 
the highest global box office returns in 
2016 breaking past $7.

Furthermore, this merger would 
allow Disney to consolidate stream-
ing services. Since Netflix exploded in 
popularity, the video streaming market 
splintered and movies spread to vari-
ous streaming services. Disney already 
holds stakes in Hulu and this deal would 
consolidate titles among streaming ser-

vices for the benefit of consumers. Fox 
and Disney both own 30 percent shares 
and the deal would give Disney a major-
ity stake in Hulu.

However, the drawbacks are pos-
sibly massive in scope. Starting from 
late April with “Infinity Wars’” new re-
lease date on April 27 to the the Star 
Wars movie “Solo” on May 25 and Fox’s 
“Deadpool 2” on May 18, there are three 
huge potential blockbusters in the su-
perhero genre that will all be owned by 
Disney. Superhero movies have been 
consistent blockbusters and subse-
quently moneymakers.

As Disney gains larger and larger 
control over this slice of the entertain-
ment industry, it is concerning analysts 
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whether different viewpoints, ideas and 
ideals contrary to Disney’s tradition will 
be represented. The level of freedom 
that Disney will grant their “independent 
studio” is questionable. Disney plans to 
keep 21st Century Fox in the deal but 
downsize the studio.

While indie films and other studios 
will still exist, consumers should expect 
that Disney will massively overpower 
them by consolidating and raising pric-
es because of a lack of competition at 
a comparable level, creating a virtual 
oligopoly (monopoly). Despite this, Dis-
ney’s CEO Robert Iger claims that it will 
benefit the consumer. This is likely only 
true in the short term if the merger goes 
ahead. The domination of the mouse 

over movies and streaming will likely 
prove disadvantageous for consumers 
in the long term as competition ceases.
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